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Nexus - Privateer and Bounty Hunter Network

Nexus is an information network started in YE 37 dedicated to making it easier for a private worker to
find a contract to work in the vastness of space.

How Nexus Works

In essence Nexus is a job listing network. Clients from all over the sector can post job request to Nexus
where all Nexus members can see it. A member decides to take the job and then does what's required by
the client. After completing the job the member can either go directly to the client to report, or report at
any of the Nexus affiliated locations.

From an OOC perspective this means players picking a mission from a job list and either getting a GM to
run the mission for them, or running the mission themselves, but getting the GM's oversight to make sure
things are going well.

Rules

Jobs can not be accepted unless 1 or more GMs are there to over see the job.
FMs or the owners of businesses have the right to take down jobs involving their faction or business
if they feel the job should not be there.
The overseeing GM has the final say in something even if they are not the ones GMing(unless
someone of higher authority is present to say otherwise)
Jobs should not be removed from the 'Active Job' list until the job is complete and approved, in
which case it is moved to the 'Completed Jobs' list.

Nexus Affiliated Locations

Place Location Notes
Rot Mädchen Waypoint Trade
Buried Treasure Darso
Bravemart Numerous locations
Jensen's Bar Francia City
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Nexus Active Jobs

This page list the jobs currently available via Nexus.

Jobs are all listed in the following format

====Job name====
(Description of the job)
  * **Pay:** How much the job pays, this is how much the group gets not each
person
  * **Client:** The person hiring for the job
  * **Notes:** Any OOC of IC notes about the Job

Bounty Hunts

Cargo Runs

Custom Delivery

We require the safe transport of two SSCC-Medium containers from Dawn Station delivered to Himmel
Trade station. The containers are full os special order mining equipment.

Pay: 3000KS
Client: Grundgestein Mining company
Notes: (A group of pirates is looking to steal said cargo)

Mercenary Work

AAAAAAAAAAAAA BEARS AAAAAAAAAAAA

KODIAN PIRATES ARE ATTACKING AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Pay: 5000KS
Client: Mayor
Notes: Takes place on Shugosha, a former UOC territory now owned by Yamatai. There'll be two
gunships and 16 Kodian cyborg pirates ransacking the place. Comically, BEAR FORCE ONE is
emblazoned on the sides of the gunships.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:interiors:standard_starship_cargo_containers
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Miscellaneous

Private Security on Kennewes

Pretty laid back, steady job. Looking for combat experienced personnel for a long term position, month-
to-month, guarding a large household and estate in the outskirts of Kennewes. All equipment and
weapons will be provided by the contractor, as will board, in addition to the pay.

Pay: Contracts will be worked out on a case by case basis, based on prior experience and
interview.
Client: Kumiko Endoh
Notes: Available on an individual or group basis, on short term or long term contracts, up to 10
people at any given time.

A suspicious lead

We received a tip about a group of poachers that are looking into stealing some of our animals. We want
you to find them, and stop them.

Pay: 7000KS
Client: Yabeu - Garden of Heritage
Notes: This is a multi 'phase' mission that can be done any number of ways, will start with tracking
down the poachers.

History

Derek Wells used to make his living as a cargo runner, delivering any and everything he could. But in YE
36 he retired. Between the cargo hauls and stocks he made himself a decent fortune and could settle
down with his family. Though he was satisfied with his life he wanted to give back to what had made him
successful and founded Nexus in YE 37, so that private workers would not have to struggle as much as he
did to find jobs.
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